As a computer scientist (machine learning) I found myself in need of a deeper understanding of analysis. After going through Carothers's Real Analysis I attempted to learn functional analysis with the help of Rudin, Conway, and this book. It's been a while since and in retrospective Rudin is a great reference, Conway was good for going deeper into chosen topics and 'An Introduction...' was, well, a perfect introduction to the field. I found it to be very clearly written; the proofs are easy to follow (sometimes maybe even too easy, but it's not so much of a problem) and the exercises are a good starting point for further work with the topics. I would say that a follow up is necessary to deeply appreciate the material-again, Conway, for example. The exercises, even though very helpful, are not very challenging. But overall the book should make everyone, also undergrads, comfortable with the often new ideas of abstraction in calculus and prepare them for further study. Exactly what an introduction should be.
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